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things dont go as planned, the fairytale rescue does not go
smoothly, and fewer people than you might think in this
family-friendly movie are eaten alive. it is not good, and it
is not smart, and it is not interesting. this movie retells the
old fairytale of the hero jack, who has just been left a big
bag of beans. when he eats it, he grows up into a huge
beanstalk, and is promised the whole world for it.
meanwhile, princess isabella has been captured by an evil
king, roderick, who wants to use an ancient crown to rule
the giants and the kingdom below. in true fairytale fashion,
roderick tricks the king into letting him have it, whereupon
he and isabella escape and are taken on a ride through the
giant kingdom by jack. the good guys manage to defeat
the evil giants, but of course, only seconds later, the king
and his army return to rescue isabella. most hollywood
movies have many more people working on them than are
noted in the credits, but the more people credited on a
movie, usually the more complicated things got behind the
scenes. apparently, director bryan singer wanted to make
a darker, more adult-oriented version of the fairytale. he
even wrote a script for it, where jack is meant to kill the
giant king and steal the throne. new line cinema wanted a
pg-13 version, where jack and the princess are teamed up
to escape together. somewhere in the middle of all this,
the producers settled on something different, and the
movie was filmed. the difference between the three
versions is part of the movie, the other parts are all the
same. the fairytale of jack and the beanstalk has been in
existence for hundreds of years and a few changes have
been made to it over the years. in the original fairytale,
jack simply sells his old horse for a bag of beans at a
market, and after eating them, he grows into a tall stalk,
and the magic beans sprout up into a giant himself, and
they change into the giants. in some versions, he sells the
money to the giant himself, and he allows jack to play with
him instead. to make this movie work, an alternate
fairytale version was created, that puts jack up a beanstalk
instead of being left a bag, and one of the beans shoots up
to the kings court to make everyone think that jack is the
giant, and isabella is the princess. the fairytale has some
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ambiguity in it, but it is not this ambiguity. with the new
version, several of the kids in the fairytale have names
that are not in the original, and the movie is told from
isabella perspective (and shes the one in the original story
that dies).
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overview: kate beckinsale plays a vampire who used to
love the stoner vampire guy she now works for, but has

since moved on to join a group of females in seattle. brace
yourselves: this movie isn't very good. it is, however, very

sexy, if there's anything you can't get enough of. overview:
speaking of high stakes films, the darkest hour is the story

of winston churchill as he battles to lead his country
through the events that would eventually lead to world war

ii. in the meantime, churchill's wife, clementine, also
battles for her life, this time losing the fight against cancer.

overview: first and foremost, umbrella academy is a tv
series. second, it's about superheroes who are members of

an organization that is way cooler than any superhero
group you've ever heard of. third, it's very good. overview:

walking dead fans can rejoice: the latest season will be
coming to the service on september 10th. this is the first

season premiere of the show since the original amc
network owner, the walt disney company, acquired the

show for $400 million in 2018. one of the most attractive
aspects of the jack the giant slayer set is that there are no

really bad actors involved, unless you consider stanley
tucci an actual bad actor, and i don't. so its not that hard
to imagine hoult as a surprisingly charming leading man,

which could make the movie a success, even if it wont
convince critics to fall over themselves kissing hoult's feet.
that said, i won't be totally shocked if they adapt the film

for the bigscreen. if they can find a qualified director,
having some on-screen time in front of the camera with

someone who isn't filmed in perpetual, or at least
annoying, wide-eyed wonderment, couldnt hurt.
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